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 CRIME NOVELS AND THRILLERS 

 ERIK FRANDSEN THE INNER BATTLE 

 

GAUMJAN ALLAN ERIK MORTENSEN 

Superintendent Jakob Bojsen and his team is called to 
the nursing home Old Rest. The technicians with PP in 
charge are on their way. A murder awaits. More enters 
the scene and a motive can be felt throughout the air. 

We encounter many destinies in this crime novel.    
Small-Kaj from the guard firm, Snitching-Benny from the 
City House in City West. The journalist Kurt Berthelsen 
from the local daily. Not least, we follow Amir from Alep-
po in his quest for refuge in Europe. 

The Inner Battle is the second novel in the series about 
Jakob Bojsen. 

Carl Bramming grew up with his two brothers in a family 

where drinking and violence was part of every day life. In 

his adult life, he tries to life normally without the ghosts 

of his past. After several tragic events, he is left with no 

one but his beloved but also unbalanced brother        

Samuel. When Samuel is tortured and murdered by   

people from the underworld, Carl is left with an inner 

struggle. Should he live the normal and quiet life he has 

always wanted or should he avenge his brother? 

ISBN 978-87-7190-314-0 
246  pages • Retail price 249,99 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-310-2  
280 pages • Retail price 249,95 DKK 



 

 CRIME NOVELS AND THRILLERS 

 ANDRIAS ANDREASEN LURIAN 

 

THE BRONZE RING POUL ERIK LARSSON 

In the story of Lurian, we follow a true serial killer’s      
doings from his cold and neglected upbringing in the 
70’s and down his path of life towards a precipice of 
blood and tears and a murderous need that only be-
comes harder and harder to tame as he moves further 
towards the edge of darkness. 

Concurrently with a growing amount of bodies are found 
across the country, the police chase intensifies on    
catching the murderer who, despite of the growing pile 
of evidence against him, stays invisible for the enquiries.  

Lurian is Andrias Andreasen’s masterful portrayal of the 
mind of a serial killer whose motives are solely the       
desire to kill. It is a scary read which leaves one with a 
sense of horror and dismay as the story is as horrifying 
as the real world plays out. The novel incorporates      
elements of both the hardcore American and more          
psychological Scandinavian genres. 

Marcus Falck and his team of skilled investigators in the 

Department of Offenses Against the Person are faced 

with two mysterious cases of murder. Three almost            

skeleton like bodies of two women and a young girl are 

by coincidence found buried in the Bronze Ring, a village 

from the Bronze Age placed in the idyllic Dageløkke. 

Review by Bogfidusen:  

”Poul Erik Larsson has once more written a good and  

solid crime novel filled with thrilling excitement and 

speed and complications.” 

ISBN 978-87-7190-303-4  
424 pages • Retail price 299,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-251-8  
418 pages • Retail price 289,95 DKK 



 

 CRIME NOVELS AND THRILLERS 

 HENRIK JERSILD POISON 

 

LITTLE MARTHA BENTE WILLADSEN 

The successful business MagnuMed is suddenly the    

victim of continuous hacking attempts against its              

databases and the business’ secret of success is at stake. 

The attacks becomes increasingly intense and murder 

becomes part of the every day for MagnuMed. Frank      

pursues a passionate relationship with the younger     

Maj-Britt meanwhile he still has to get the security 

breaches under control. Is it her who is behind the    

nightmare? Poison belongs in the same category of    

genre and style as the popular Danish crime TV-show 

Follow the Money. 

A young mother is discovered to be murdered in her 

home and her small girl has disappeared. A valuable doll 

vanishes from a museum and a young painter holds an 

exhibit where one painting in particular generates    

attention. These events are linked to each other and the 

two smart girls, Fie and Grit, decides to figure out what’s 

going on and who the murder is without the knowing of 

the police. A small pin will play a key role. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-090-3  
210 pages • Retail price 199,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-135-1  
202 pages • Retail price 199,95 DKK 



 

 CRIME NOVELS AND THRILLERS 

 TOM KENNETH JENSEN THE DAY AFTER THE MUSIC 

 

WITH EVERYTHING YOU HAVE TOM OXAGER 

A man discovers the body of a murdered young girl in an         

abandoned car on a field the day after the Roskilde             

Festival and he anonymously tips the police about after 

he has supplied himself with the victims’ jewelry. Vice 

superintendent Bent Rugaard has just returned to work 

after a mental meltdown following the death of his 

daughter when he and his team must deal with the  

murder case that only gets worse and worse as the       

investigation progresses. 

The story that takes place in and around Roskilde  

changes between the murder mystery and Rugaard’s 

battle to come back for real while his wife’s health                   

deteriorates.   

Review from Krimi-cirklen.dk: “It is a thought provoking 

and  thrilling tale. Is recommended!” 

After several months in a coma in a private hospital in                

Switzerland, Asber Bjørn finds himself slowly coming 

back to life.. The National Commissioner of the Danish 

Police, who has pronounced Asger dead a long time ago, 

gets in trouble when he has to explain the press and the 

public why one of the police’s most legendary leaders is 

very much alive. A mighty storm forces a bunch of 

thieves and veterans to take an involuntary visit to the 

limestone cave of Mønsted. In Sweden, the thug Sixten 

rages and he and his helpers steals with everything they 

have and they are tough to nail.  

ISBN 978-87-7190-127-6  
194 pages • Retail price 199,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-284-6  
214 pages • Retail price 199,95 DKK 



 

 CRIME NOVELS AND THRILLERS 

 KAJ HANSEN DEAD GIRL WALKING 

 

THE BUTTERFLY JÜRGEN KLAHN 

Kim saw his high school sweetheart Elina get beaten to 

death. Or half death, because nine years later she            

reappears into his life. In school they had a somewhat 

turbulent relationship and he has felt guilty since the 

murder because he couldn’t prevent it. The reunion 

tears Kim’s world apart and leaved him wandering 

through feelings, crazy ideas, and Elina’s criminal adult 

life where he is sucked into complicity. 

Review from Krimi-cirklen.dk: “[…] the story is different 

in a good way and worth reading.” 

Homicide detective Jesper Frank has other plans than 

solving the murder of the beautiful Kirsten Vedell. The 

press covers a home robbery and still, Frank finds it    

difficult to fully engage. He is permeated with a thirst for 

revenge against the car thief Iver Kingo who he finds    

liable for the fate of his colleague, Christina Lundgaard. 

Christina, whom Frank has had a relationship to in       

secret, is in a wheelchair with a bullet wedged in her 

brain. Then Kingo’s name appears in connection to the 

murder Frank’s instincts awakes but with help from the 

women in his life, the car thief has gotten away from 

Frank before. Revengefulness mixes with jealousy as 

Frank makes the painful realization that both blur his 

judgement. The line that separates revenge from justice 

is fine and the same goes for the line between friend and 

enemy. Frank figures out far too late who he can trust 

and who will stab him in the back. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-066-8  
308 pages • Retail price 259,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-212-9  
334 pages • Retail price 249,95 DKK 



 

 CRIME NOVELS AND THRILLERS 

 KNUD BYRJALSEN WHEN ANGELS FALL SILENT 

 

23:59:00 – ONE MINUT TO MIDNIGHT JAKOB MUNKHOLM 

When Angels Fall Silent is a story about what can be the 

cause to a human losing its humanity – temporarily of 

permanent. A well-functioning young architecture      

student, Concha, and a less well-functioning young Irish-

English biker, Kieran, fall independently of one another 

in disfavor with a powerful ex-Rumanian Securitate-

gangster. One reacts defensively to the threat and the 

other one reacts offensively with calculated retaliation. 

This is the frame work for two parallel stories that slowly 

converges throughout the book into a culmination 

where their destinies will be sealed.  

Spring, 1984. An episode at the border in Berlin evolves 

into a highly escalating conflict between NATO and the 

Warsaw Pact. Denmark plays a crucial part in the           

defense of Western Europe and while the fronts begin to 

move in the world, the Danes prepare for the worst-case 

scenario.  

23:59:00 – One Minut to Midnight is a counterfactual 

thriller that takes its starting point in the real world Cold 

War and – through the eyes of young Danes – explores 

the build-up to a new devastating world war: the nuclear 

apocalypse. 

Review from Excitedreading: ”You can’t help but to get 

carried away in the era and the unreal when the author 

is an excellent and convincing story teller, inside and 

out.” 

ISBN 978-87-7190-257-0  
524 pages • Retail price 369,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-079-8  
496 pages • Retail price 299,95 DKK 



 

 CRIME NOVELS AND THRILLERS 

 BENTE SONN THROUGH THE TUNNEL 

 

FOREIGN FIGHTER  FRANK JENSEN 

Hanne is a nurse in the district psychiatry. We meet her 

in her interaction with colorful patients and co-workers 

as she is about to participate in the course “Gestalt   

therapy and interpretation of dreams. Retrieve the      

repressed and be free”. The course becomes too           

relevant when, during a park renovation, an old and   

hollow willow is cut down and the discovery of skeleton          

remains of a baby that disappeared from Hanne’s 

hometown 35 years ago is discovered. Trying to solve 

the case, Hanne uses techniques from the course to     

retrieve her own repressed experiences. 

With starting point in his own experiences as operative 

chief of the Danish Security and Intelligence Service, 

Frank Jensen provides us with a disturbing view into the 

nature of terrorism as he depicts the complicated intelli-

gence work that is behind the secret operation against 

Islamic State among others. 

A young, Danish Muslim, Hassan, has travelled to Syria 

along with a friend to fight with Islamic State. There, he 

not only loses his friend but also the belief of the                      

justifiable in Islamic State’s fight. Back in Denmark, he is            

recruited by the Danish Security and Intelligent Service, 

trained as a secret agent, and is sent back to the Middle 

East to infiltrate Islamic State as there are information 

out there about planned terrorist attacks in Europe, and 

Hassan needs to find that information. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-330-0  
530 pages • Retail price 299,95  DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-429-1  
352 pages • Retail price 299,95 DKK 



 

 CRIME NOVELS AND THRILLERS 

 POUL ERIK LARSSON THE NIGHT CONCEALS THE LIGHT 

 

SHADOWS MORTEN BUSCHMANN 

A young couple buys an old house in the outskirts of 

Lave Woods. The house was built in 1779 by a man who 

was convicted and sentenced to death for a murder 

which one later found out that he did not commit.            

Rumor has it that the old owner appears from time to 

time. When the young couple moves in they quickly            

discover that something is terribly wrong. Meanwhile, a 

17-year old girl disappears without a trace and not long 

after Commissaire Marcus Falck and his competent staff 

is on the case as they chase a gruesome and ruthless 

murderer who finds the victims on selected pubs and 

night clubs in the Northern part of Zealand. 

The Omar-case. Two men are shot, four police men are 

wounded, and the terrorist dies in a shoot-out with the 

police’s task force. But was Omar a lone wolf? The    

Danish Defence Intelligence Service receives information 

on foreign backers and several terrorist networks in the 

country. Meanwhile, Annesofie Gundelach has issues on 

the home front. Something points to her youngest 

daughter, Josefine, having friends in the gang environ-

ment of Nørrebro and one morning, her and her               

boyfriend receives an unannounced and unpleasant visit 

from three masked men. Ex-boss of the homicide         

department John Milner offers his help. But                            

suspiciousness arises and spreads to several extremist 

groups and the case has severe consequences for              

Gundelach’s family and colleagues.  

ISBN 978-87-7190-412-3  
392 pages • Retail price 299,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-368-3  
332 pages • Retail price 269,95  DKK 



 

 CRIME NOVELS AND THRILLERS 

 JES VESTERGAARD LONE WOLF 

 

CHASING A MONSTER ESKE HOLM 

Within the same three months, unexplainable accidents 

happen to cyclists from the Maler Quarter, one being  

fatal. The police chief has left the unusual case to the 

young commissaire Jens Olsen. As time goes by without 

any significant results, insecurity and unsureness sneaks 

in on him. He doesn’t think they are getting anywhere. 

Have they missed something? Is he out of his league?  

Lone Wolf is the sequel to Murder for an Artist which 

was the authors’ first crime novel. The two books can be 

read independently of each other. 

Chief of the Homicide Department Laila Oppenheim    

declares a war on the trade of women. A sex worker is 

found dead – presumably liquidated. “She will be         

forgotten in a matter of minutes. Should we leave her 

and the case alone or should we send a strong warning 

signal to the sex mafia and his monsters?” Her people 

choose the latter and the hunt for pimps and traders 

starts and leads Oppenheim and two colleagues to       

Bucharest and the Black Sea. Drama unfolds and           

Oppenheim finds herself a victim of her opponent, the 

monster. Her revenge is fatal. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-312-6  
144 pages • Retail price 149,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-539-7  
328 pages • Retail price 259,95 DKK 



 

 CRIME NOVELS AND THRILLERS 

 JENS JØRGEN HANSEN THE MAN IN THE GARDEN 

 

THE ROCKERS IN THE GARDEN JENS JØRGEN HANSEN 

In the nameless Danish town in the middle of Jutland – 

for some it’s like Herning, for some it’s more like Varde – 

Madsen scrapes a living. War traumas based in his de-

ployment for the Danish Defence haunts his mind         

despite the experiences being years in the past. Late one 

night, a local businessman tries to hire him to investigate 

a case of cheating. Madsen has his doubts but is                 

convinced. 

Review by Finn Hansen, Krimi-cirklen.dk: “’A ‘hillbilly 

crime’! Recommended for all hillbillies, allotment       

people, and everyone else!” 

Madsen wants nothing else but to live a peaceful life in 

his allotment garden, but he is a man under pressure. 

The economy is rough, his recollections of war worsens 

his nightmares, the local authorities are threatening to 

shut down and move the allotment garden’s society, and 

some of his friends run into trouble that calls for clever 

solutions. So, when attorney Hammergren offers him a 

job to protect a young man that is a member of a         

motorcycle club, he accepts. The work will keep him 

afloat financially for a while. 

Rockers in the Garden is the sequel to The Man in the 

Garden – a new, intense, action packed crime novel. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-131-3  
226 pages • Retail price 219,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-469-7  
246 pages • Retail price 219,95 DKK 



 

 CRIME NOVELS AND THRILLERS 

 JØRGEN HEDEGAARD GLUG 

 

BLOODY DIARY BENT HARDERVIG 

In this book, you will meet the police officer Glug who in 

his retirement contemplate on his many disturbing and 

thrilling experiencing of 38 years in the police. These   

experiences are thrown together in a pot and turned   

into a colorful and tasty dish filled with exotic and         

aromatic spices which will make you feel full without 

having overeaten. In the end, you will be served a desert 

that will contain a surprise, completing the adventure. 

Dark thoughts run through the pages of 15-year old   

Emilie’s diary – thoughts and assumptions that turn her 

world into luring un-comfort as the members of her   

family falls, one by one, in the bloodiest way. The center 

of attention is an old, gothic villa build on a heavy crypt 

of which the past arises through the foundation. A        

universe surrounded by black paranoia.  

Review by Bookeater: “Bloody diary is great for a rainy 

day where you need a little mysery. I’m a fan! The end 

hit me like a meteor and I am still in shock about how it 

all turned out!”  

ISBN 978-87-7190-457-4  
138 pages • Retail price 169,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-428-4  
142 pages • Retail price 149,95 DKK 



 

 CRIME NOVELS AND THRILLERS 

 NIELS KLINGENBERG VIGILANTISM 

 

IN THE DARK BRIAN STAUNBERG 

After a series of brutal killings on Muslims, the tensions 

between ethnic Danes and Muslims are at its peak and it 

increases as when gang members kill a member of the 

Danish Parliament who is critical of immigration. Chief 

commissaire David Levin and his team from the police’s 

homicide department are on the case. The investigation, 

that takes place in the extreme-right and Islamic             

environments, turns out to be one of the most difficult 

and personally most traumatic cases of Levin’s career. 

But just as the end seems near, the one thing that         

everyone is afraid of happens – an Islamic terrorist 

attack. As a light from a clear blue sky. 

CIA-agent Tom Newman is called back to the CIA        

headquarters in Langley to meet deputy director Collins 

regarding his brother’s passing. Shortly after his arrival 

he is contacted by Santini, an old colleague. Soon he             

realizes, that nothing is as he thought it was. A drama 

where everyone has something to hide unfolds. Before 

Newman knows he is involved in a traitorous fight to find 

the truth. The nerve-racking hunt takes him from       

America across Cyprus and in the end Israel. But who 

can he trust in a world where everyone has their own 

agenda and deception is the new normal?  

ISBN 978-87-7190-417-8  
388 pages • Retail price 269,95  DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-239-6  
382 pages • Retail price 249,95 DKK 



 

 NOVELS 

 MOGENS LYHNE SOUVENIRS FROM THAILAND 

 

A DESK IN TRØJBORG BENT IVERSEN 

The rich 61-year-old doctor Martin Fønss is happy living 

the single life – right until he travels to Thailand and falls 

in love with the sex worker Noi who is halv his age. It 

turns into a dramatic story told by Martin himself and a 

line of other people. A story about the many aspects of 

sexuality and conflicts through generations and cultures. 

About ruthless gangsters and greedy relatives. About an 

inheritance that has to be shared, two women escaping 

their lives, and a pair of children that refuses to give up 

although all odds are against them. 

Librarian statement: “Novel with a lot of intriguing             

dramas.” 

A Desk in Trøjborg is the old story of the young man who 

comes to the city to make his way through life. The city is 

Aarhus and the young man is a student. He is at the                   

racing tracks and at Palmehaven, he is at bars and the 

university. He meets others. But most times, he spends 

at his small study chamber on top of a block in Trøjborg. 

The novel is set in the 1970’s. Before computers and cell 

phones but with just the right music. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-355-3  
542 pages • Retail price 299,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-356-0  
142 pages • Retail price 149,95  DKK 



 

 NOVELS 

 THOMAS NIELSEN OCTOBER DANCE 

 

FREE CORPS AND FRUNDSBERG BJARNE CRONFELD 

The Danish man born in the 1960’s was supposed to do 

better than his parents. He grew up in a so called               

welfare state that gave him opportunities his parents 

never had. And a new way of living in the homes were 

created with equality. What happens? He ends up as a 

second-generation divorced dad. He is supposed to be 

the good lover, the loving dad, successful on the job 

market. He is supposed to be forever young. He is                  

supposed to be ‘fit’. He runs an ironman. He defines 

himself by pushing the boundaries of his own                               

limitations.  

Jens Peter Leon Jensen’s life was not a normal life. He 

was trained as a carpenter in 1934 and right after that, 

he served his 2 years of duty at the Funen Life Regiment 

in Odense. He married Agnes in the summer of 1937 and 

went to Hamburg to find employment. He applied to the 

Free Corps Denmark and was in Demyansk. In July 1944, 

he joined l SS Panzerjäger Abteilung 10 and participated 

in the famous battles under the Allies’ operation Market 

Garden in Holland. Along with his friend Poul Helmuth, 

he was captured by the Americans on May 8th, 1945. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-304-1  
218 pages • Retail price 199,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-294-5  
278 pages • Retail price 249,95 DKK 



 

 NOVELS 

 JONAS H. VAN ZAANE A HALF MOON 

 

STEP BROTHER ISABELLA J. STEINCKE 

When diplomacy fails and the war erupts, Joran’s, 

Verona’s, and Marcus’ lives are changed forever.                     

Although they live in different countries, the war will 

affect all of them and each one must start their new 

lives in realms marked by fear. But even in hopelessness 

and darkness, light finds its way and when Marcus                

figures out that it is not too late to stop the war that 

challenges all nations, he decides to do just that. But the 

ancient dangers await in the shadows and they refuse to 

let the light in. In the east, Sinja finds something that not 

only will change her life but all around her. 

Emma’s parents have split up and Emma has lived alone 

with her mother for as long as she remembers. When 

her mother’s boyfriend, Per, moves in along with his son, 

Hans, it means, that Emma’s life changes radically. Emma 

and Hans grow close. Despite their parents’ warnings to 

stay friends, Emma and Hans are attracted to each other. 

Their feelings stay secret until they realize that they have 

to face the facts and its consequences. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-313-3  
274 pages • Retail price 198,00 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-215-0  
283 pages • Retail price 249,95 DKK 



 

 NOVELS 

 THOMAS WIVEL RAIN FALLS FOR YOU 

 

THE CITY UNDER THE SKY NIELS BREDAGER 

The author notes: This book is about memories and            

recollections I’ve always wanted to tell. I have put the 

different flashbacks into a wide arrange of lyrical notes, 

analyzes, poetry, humor, short stories, and philosophical, 

essay-ish, parts, that altogether provides a composed 

picture of yours truly. I have experimented with the 

framework and storytelling and it has resulted in a mix 

of freaky and mysterious which I hope, will be both              

enlightening and entertaining. Enjoy! 

– Thomas Wivel, Danish comedian and author 

Have you ever attended a church service and experi-

enced, that your thoughts started circling everything 

other than the priest, the sermon, and the hymns? That 

is exactly what happens for the narrator in The City               

Under the Sky. His thoughts wander when he sits in the 

church one Sunday morning against his own will. 

Librarian statement: “The City Under the Stars is well 

written, catchy, and a great book, that talks about the 

trivial day to day life, the deviations, and life in a small 

town. Definitely worth my recommendations!”  

ISBN 978-87-7190-332-4  
160 pages • Retail price 159,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-051-4  
364 pages • Retail price 259,95 DKK 



 

 NOVELS 

 MARIANNE THYBO SØGAARD SOMEONE LIKE REBECCA 

 

THE EROTIC BANKER DANIEL ASH 

Someone Like Rebecca is about two women aged 29, 

who each deal with their own lives. The main character, 

Rebecca, is the nice and politically correct woman who 

lack excitement in her pretty monotone every day. Linda 

is her opposite – a beautiful and fashionable woman 

who seems like she has it all figured out. When Rebecca 

catches her boyfriend cheating on her, her world is 

turned upside down and she lose faith in men. The two 

friends find themselves somewhere in their lives where 

the biological clock is ticking while they can’t seem to 

figure out the game of love. 

The main character of the book, banking executive Erik 

Holt, who has a remarkable sexual drive, is tangled into a 

series of erotic escapades which eventually he will have 

to pay for. During a burglary, he acts in a way that seems 

to wake up the tabloid press and their indignation. He is 

obviously followed by the paparazzi and the press and it 

changes his life as he struggles to keep a normal day to 

day life. In the pipeline, as a society and family outcast, 

he gains new experiences about human behavior and 

slowly loses the last of his faith in the good in people. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-088-0  
482 pages • Retail price 269,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-253-2 
493 pages • Retail price 279,95 



 

 NOVELS 

 ROBERT J. NEDERGAARD CANAGER 

 

A STRANGER CROSSES YOUR PATH CHRISTIAN AZIZ 

Immediately after the end of World War II, the chase 

after the German regime of horror’s worst criminals is 

initiated. They have gone into hiding to avoid trial and 

hard punishments. But it is also the story of righteous 

people and their initiative to find the criminals. One of 

these people were Simon Wiesenthal in the Austrian city 

Linz, but there were many other who helped society in 

the difficult hunt on the Nazi’s killers who had run and 

hidden in faraway locations such as Canada. 

A Danish sailor and soldier embarks on a mission in 2008 

on board the HDMS Absalon to fight the piracy along the 

Horn of Afrika. Concurringly, a Somali fisherman lets 

himself recruit as a ‘sea savior’ in the hope that justice 

will be fulfilled. Two men on the verge of colliding in the 

Indian Ocean. Where will their paths cross and when it 

happens, who is the stranger? 

A Stranger Crosses your Path is a thrilling story about 

Denmark as a nation in war and the most failing state in 

recent times: Somalia. About deployed soldiers and their 

joys and privations. About making important decisions in 

one’s personal life while being far away from the fields 

of where it takes place. And about a whole country’s his-

tory of pain collected in the fate of one man. 

Review in Fyens Stiftstidende: ”The novel’s Somalian 

trace is extremely well put together.”  

ISBN 978-87-7190-399-7  
259 pages • Retail price 249,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-101-6  
270 pages • Retail price 259,95 DKK 



 

 NOVELS 

 BJARNE HATTING A MAN GIOES TO CANADA 

 

CONNECTED VESSELS KIM RISØR 

A story about a family dad who’s had enough with the 

everlasting fighting in the family. He does what most 

other people in his situation only dreams of. He leaves 

the family one day where his wife is at work and the kids 

are at school. He wants to go to Canada and start a new 

life. 

What was supposed to be a harmonic, exotic, round trip 

in Thailand for the reflective Kevin and his family on the 

occasion of his 50th birthday turns into a nightmare 

when their youngest daughter is kidnapped. The family 

needs Kevin’s old, harsh, friend Jack who is somewhat of 

a ladies’ man. Jack has always lived out his desire for 

freedom to the fullest but he carried a secret and a             

desire for another life. The drama that unfolds is re-

placed by thoughts of fundamental things that moves us 

all as humans, when we are trying to find a meaning 

with life and make choices for ourselves and as part of 

something greater. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-126-9  
306 pages • Retail price 249,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-098-9 
338 pages • Retail price 269,95 DKK 



 

 NOVELS 

 PETER DØSSING FROM MURMANSK TO MESSINA 

 

IN THE WAKE OF THE WALL PETER DØSSING 

The kind, down to earth, hauler, Åke Nilsson, from                        

Kiruna, Sweden, is well away on his retirement life when 

he is offered one last ride with his old truck. Which 

seems fine to him. After moving on from his wife’s            

passing two years ago, he is starting to get bored. So, it 

does not take long before he says yes to the final trip 

which will provide him with the opportunity to sell his 

for-carriage and his trailer. 

The story describes Nilsson’s experiences as a tourist 

throughout Europe, visiting several interesting cities and 

placed, from Sicily all the way up to Lapland. 

The story describes the historic events that led to the fall 

of the wall which reflects the downfall of the Communist 

regime and the iron hold the Russian empire has hold on 

the Eastern European countries for 45 years. The                          

development leads Kurt to see the opportunities for 

business by establishing contacts in the former countries 

of the Warsaw pact.  

ISBN 978-87-7190-080-4  
224 pages • Retail price 199,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-247-1  
126 ´pages • Retail price 169,95 DKK 



 

 NOVELS 

 HANS KRISTIAN JØRGENSEN HALF IN THE SHADOWS 

 

THE PRICE FOR STRUGGLING RANDI FAXØE RIISOM 

In the time of the occupation of Denmark, the German 

plagues city people could – shamed, yet a bit proud – 

throw the following sentence into the face of the people 

in the country side: We lived in the shadows of the             

master race while you were having a vacation! It is true 

that the occupational power raged the town’s people in 

the bigger city of Denmark, but resistance and battles 

for freedom grew both in the city and in the country side 

and it resulted in acts of violence, liquidations, and             

reprisals from the Germans everywhere in the small 

kingdom.  

The Price of Struggling – a family chronicle and sequel to 

Deroute.  

World War II is raging through Europe. Kræsten is still 

held captive by the Germans. No one hears anything 

from him and the German have almost caught up with 

the two other brothers. In Kærby, the old citizens see 

ghosts after the fatal arson and a murder happens at 

Lundegaard. Iben and Tobias’ battle for their daughter 

Rosanna continues. Iben’s sister Asta refuses to give up 

Rosanna and she bad mouths Iben. 

Librarian statement: “Well told family chronicle which 

also is a story about the movement from country to city 

in the period the chronicle covers.” 

ISBN 978-87-7190-145-0  
264 pages • Retail price 249,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-129-0  
307 pages • Retail price 249,95 DKK 



 

 NOVELS 

 NIES HENRIK HOOGE KOSOVO 

 

THE MAN IN BETWEEN PETER A. BERG 

On many levels and in great detail, Kosovo portrays the 

historic events around the change of the century which 

led to the birth of the nation of Kosovo. The novel takes 

us behind the scenes in abstruse environments in a time 

where the eyes of the world were set on the Balkans. 

The optimistic message of the book is to support                

freedom movements and the battle for human rights 

everywhere in the world when you are backed with                    

international humanitarian law and acts on compelling    

humanitarian considerations. 

Librarian statement: ”A highlight is the detailed                       

portrayal of a dramatic environmental campaign with a 

Danish environmental activist which involves a lead 

smelting work. 

Henrik is unemployed and now has time to think back on 

his life, right from when he was just a kid and his dream 

of becoming a pianist, over his life as a mule in a not 

very successful marriage, and then finding a new                   

partner. He lives in the present and the past but is forced 

by his kids and new life to think ahead: His future son in 

law wants to be deployed with his friends in the Life 

Guard in Afghanistan and his step son, Rune, comes out 

as gay and wants to marry someone his own family does 

not want him to marry. 

Review from Litteratursiden: “A great debut novel from 

someone we’d like to hear more from!” 

ISBN 978-87-7190-136-8  
566 pages • Retail price 349,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-002-6  
336 pages • Retail price 259,95 DKK 



 

 NOVELS 

 TITKEN TOFT MEMENTO VIVERE 

 

THE PAPER TIGER HENRIK STAMER HEDIN 

What happens when a girl without past meets the boy 

without a future? Karoline wakes up with severe brain 

damage after a year in coma. She does not remember 

how she ended up in the hospital, who she was, or what 

a hospital is. Thorbjørn, her boyfriend before the                                    

accident, had moved on but now, he is determined to 

get her back into his life. Karoline tries to piece her life 

and soul back together with the help of her friend Sally, 

her caring nurse, and Emil, a patient in treatment for 

brain cancer and an overly honest roommate at the             

hospital. 

Review from Bogrummet: “It was fun and deep at the 

same time and there is no doubt in my mind that Titken 

Toft master the playful side of language as well as its 

many nuances and facets.” 

A Westerner is taken prisoner by an opium smuggler 

who wanders around the Golden Triangle of the border 

country of Thailand, Laos, and Burma with his private  

army. We are in the beginning of the 1980’s. The                   

prisoner succeeds in escaping under dramatic                          

circumstances. But who is he? Where is he from? And 

where does his escape take him through the river of life 

and destiny? 

The answer to these questions take us through three 

wars, three continents, and deep into a love story that 

culminates in a downfall of chaos and disgrace for a 

state. 

Review from Kommunist.dk: “Hedin knows how to put 

together an action packed plot and certainly masters the 

Danish language.” 

ISBN 978-87-7190-125-2  
148 pages • Retail price 159,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-240-2  
376 pages • Retail price 259,95 DKK 



 

 NOVELS 

 VILLY BANG-MADSEN THE PILGRIM 

 

THE FATHER OF THE SHAMAN 
HANS MØLLER 

KRISTENSEN 

On his pilgrimage on the Camino from Saint-Jean-Pied-

de-Port to Santiago de Compostela and to Fisterra, the 

Pilgrim meets many quirky existences as he tells his              

unusual stories. No one believes him: He is a lier, they 

say. Unfortunately, he has to lie to be believable and a 

little lie can make events or experiences plausible. 

Librarian statement: “Well written historical novel which 

force is the great portrayal of periods.” 

Vibeke is an adventurer. In her search for shamans and 

the shaman’s wisdom, she travels alone to Siberia and 

Mongolia. She lives with the nomads in Mongolia, 

spends a winter out there in the freezing cold, rides with 

the bear hunters, and becomes a shaman herself. She 

meets her father in Copenhagen but suddenly she                

disappears. Her father, a doctor, sets out to find her. He 

follows her traces through London to the far East. He 

lives with the people by the river Mekong, among                   

partisans in Burma and Laos, and is imprisoned in               

Bangkok. He escapes but is now chased by police and 

gangsters. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-082-8  
148 pages • Retail price 150,00 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-083-5  
368 pages • Retail price 249,95 DKK 



 

 NOVELS 

 MICHAEL SLOT PIHL CRY OVER WASTED LIFE? 

 

HEAVEN’S DAUGHTER  MARIA KALLIPOLITIS 

The author Noah arrives to Bornholm where he is to             

finish his novel. A great sorrow has brought him in a 

writing- and personal crisis that keeps him looking              

backwards. In Gudhjem, Noah meets to interesting 

women with different baggage. The two women awake a 

hope and curiosity and Noah starts walking through the 

winding yet beautiful path of life. Cry Over Wasted Life? 

Is a novel about three human destinies. It is a reflecting 

and wise novel about the good life and love. 

Review from Bogrummet: “The style of writing is easy 

going without being superficial.” 

16-year-old Maja is hospitalized at the Children- and 

Youth Psychiatry Ward. Demons are chasing her and she 

is possessed by an angel. When supernatural events             

occur at the wars, Maja decides to get to the bottom of 

it. Because is she, or is she not insane? 

ISBN 978-87-7190-122-1  
220 pages • Retail price 220,00 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-487-1  
406 pages • Retail price 249,95 DKK 



 

 NOVELS 

 ANDREAS SKYDT JACOBSEN SICKNESS 

 

OUTSIDE THE LOVE ZONE JOSEFINE RYE 

An unexplainable epidemic has raged through Europe 

and Africa and has left millions of people dead. Neither 

doctors nor scientists can prevent it from happening but 

suddenly the epidemic evolves and moves on from the 

European mainland. Almost concurringly, a bloody civil 

war has caused havoc throughout the continent and 

each side have lost hundreds of thousands of people. 

The war ends but Muslims are deported to either Africa 

or the Middle East. The man-made madness is the new 

world, a split society, a world full of hatred a fresh               

accounts of loss. 

The year is 2072. The new age has begun. An age, which 

let humans fight between the light and the dark.                  

Everyone is a passenger on their way to the next train on 

their life journey which is drive and run by multiple               

forces. The trains go in all directions, horizontally and 

vertically and to the dark places of the Earth Zone and 

the light places of the Love Zone. With them, they carry 

the mission of helping people get to the right realm. But 

does it even exist? Outside of the Earth Zone, the                      

cosmically aware follow the passenger’s journey to guide 

them. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-219-8  
472 pages • Retail price 249,95 DKK 

ISBN  978-87-7190-171-9  
172 pages • Retail price 198,00 DKK 



 

 NOVELS 

 JØRGEN VANGSTED WRETCHED 

 

THE WORLD’S HAPPIEST COUNTRY JOACHIM NOVICKI NIELSEN 

Wretched is a novel for the mature reader that won’t 

back down for the politicians and reveals weaknesses of 

our democracy. The question of what is best, obvious 

absolute monarchy or undisclosed majority, is posed. 

We follow two local politicians, one a new arrival with 

visions, big ideas, and complicated solutions on the city 

of Assel’s issues, while the other was born and raised 

there and has simple solutions for everything. Both, they 

have human weaknesses but people judge them               

differently. It is a polemic, humorous story about the 

new and transcending ideas can result in. 

The small kingdom has once more been named the           

happiest country on Earth, but what will that help the 

businessman Gert who is governed by a fool of a boss? 

The young Maria has only received humiliation from              

being beautiful and sweet. But like Gert, she has a plan. 

So has Saed. He wants to be a Dane because he was 

born there although his parents are from Iran. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-179-5  
276 pages • Retail price 249,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-93420-29-8  
198 pages • Retail price 199,95 DKK 



 

 NOVELS 

 JAKOB PARK FREE FALLING ARTIST 

 

DEEP ZLEEP MILLE BRINK 

A failed author in a midlife crisis looks back at his life 

where he time and time has rejected love. The author 

Philippe Léfévre realizes while deconstructing his faded 

youth, that he has evolved into a narcissistic misogynist 

who ends up spending his old age without children, 

alone, and left behind. Memories and reflections come 

forward and leaps backwards between the wonderful 

heights of the erotic, the artist’s illusory universe, and a 

growing self-hate which he tries to keep down through 

great amounts of Burgundy wine. 

Sean Dewoods’ mom left before she was even there. 

Now, when his father finally dropped the bomb,                      

everything was torn apart and Sean will do anything to 

avenge his father’s many lies. When Sean wakes up in a 

hospital after an accident, his confusion won’t end. The 

air feels strange and the silence is extreme. It turns out, 

he must fight an all-or-nothing battle for his life. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-456-7  
108 pages • Retail price 149,95 DKK 

ISBN  978-87-7190-256-3   
266 pages • Retail price 249,95 DKK 



 

 NOVELS 

 ANDREAS HAUPTHMANN MASKED 

 

THE MONKEY ON THE SHOULDER KIRSTEN VAUPEL 

Spring of 1861. The poet Theodor Fried Hansen is the 

star of the times, he is beloved by everyone in                        

Copenhagen and he knows everyone, from Johanne 

Luise Heiberg to Hans Christian Andersen. He is                  

swimming around in success, money, and women, but                  

everything changes when he meets the young model, 

Johannes. Together, they embark on a social downfall 

that leads them to the bottom of society. Now, it is up to 

the awkward and shy philanthropist Peer Frimand to 

straight out the story of murder, intrigues, sex, and black 

mailing.  

Masked is a subtle yet exciting novel that portrays the 

erotic and nerve wracking life of the late Golden Age in 

Copenhagen. 

The Monkey on the Shoulder is about the dilemmas of 

love and life. The Skagen-boy Victor finds his father who 

has never acknowledged his fatherhood and he avenges 

in a devilish way. But the faith throws Nina, an old high 

school sweetheart, back into his life and her demands 

make him question whether he can take charge of 

someone’s destiny. Whether he can take revenge                

without thinking of ethics and morals, and whether he 

has a duty to use his talents instead of wasting his life on 

the one-eyed path of revenge.  

ISBN 978-87-7190-354-6  
310 pages • Retail price 269,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-540-3  
266 pages • Retail price 249,95 DKK 



 

 NOVELS 

 RIE OSTED DAYS ON AN ISLAND 

 

GLEAMS OF SUN HANS MØLLER KRISTENSEN 

The author Anna’s boyfriend has frauded and cheated 

her so to get away, she books a stay on a southern island 

where there is sun, rest, music, and inspiring lectures 

about psychology, religion, art, and literature, and              

pampering with food and wine. Anna is joined by seven             

other adults with different ages and from different  

countries. Everyone has their own reason for joining the 

retreat and for several, something landmark or                      

eye-opening happens. Not even Anna is quite the same 

when she returns to the mainland after six dramatic 

days. 

Librarian statement: The books is well written, captures 

the reader, and the story is straight forward. Great to 

take with you to the beach without it reducing you to 

stupidity.” 

Gleams of Sun is the story of a house. In the house, there 

are seven apartments and many human faiths. The                                  

janitor Henry carries a dark secret. The happy social 

helper Bodil spreads joy to everyone around her. She is 

always in love with someone knew she meets. The             

widow Sonja has many children and one is handicapped. 

She is energetic and diligent but has a hard time. Ingrid, 

who is getting older, has something she does not want 

anyone else to find out about. Vera is a single mom and 

finds love. But not without trouble. In the house there 

are joys. There are sorrows. Dark clouds pull up but 

there are small gleams of sun light. The children play in 

the yard. They will meet good and bad times. That is life. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-250-1   
318 pages • Retail price 259,95 DKK 

ISBN  978-87-7190-245-7    
332 pages • Retail price 249,95 DKK 



 

 NOVELS 

 KRISTIAN MASSEY MØLLER THE DAY BRINGS 

 

GANGRENE RASMUS BERTELSEN 

Martin tells of his childhood and youth. About later  

tragedies and failures and downfalls and entry the New 

Church’s monks. About the task Prior Angus bestows 

him while his traumatized little brother shows up. A task 

that takes up a fight against the New Church’s deceit 

and power. Against the indifference of today and the 

many -isms such as Islamism. For Christianity and             

Danishness. But will Martin be able to step out and in of 

times? And what will the little brother and the patron 

bring to the table? Well, and the meeting with the you 

Danish-Iranian woman, Zainia? 

The year is 1990 and Poland is in the middle of political 

chaos after the downfall of Communism. One day, Jósef 

Tewel receives a letter which awakes decades of                       

suppressed pain and it forces him to travel to Denmark. 

Caught up by the past and a love story that keeps           

blooming, a journey starts through a collapsing world 

and a maze of lies. 

Gangrene is a novel about guild, political opportunism, 

and experiences, and it concerns existential experience 

which arise in the tension field between freedom and 

force, where the line between executioner and victim is 

erased. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-372-0  
264 pages • Retail price 249,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-265-5  
248 pages • Retail price 249,95 DKK 



 

 NOVELS 

 JARNE STEEN NIELSEN DATA DEATH 

 

JUST A MAN MORE OR LESS STIG COLBJØRN NIELSEN 

On a hospital in a not so distant future, you work on a 

science project to get more organs for transplantations. 

It happens at an organ ward where people who are brain

-dead are kept artificially alive. Then, the doctors can 

harvest the organs whenever sick people need them. 

The death is set accurately by advanced computers and 

the new death criteria is called Data Death. In this war, 

Erik works, a young medical data engineer. One day, a 

woman is hospitalized at the organ ward. By accident, 

she has suffered a fatal brain damage. 

Review from Krimi-cirklen: ”Data Death is Jarne Steen 

Nielsen’s debut novel and he has gotten away with that 

very well.” 

We see a man in the middle of his life. So far, he has 

lived it without any major changes and now he is near 

something that would remind you of the classic midlife 

crisis. An unconscious rebellion against his safe,                   

monotonous, and trivial frame around his life is ignited. 

The main character lives completely in the moment. All 

of the people’s actions, whether conscious or                        

unconscious, makes a way for his new life, run by him or 

his surroundings and all of this comes from simple and 

oh so well-knows human desires, drives, and feelings. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-051-4    
364 pages• Retail price 259,95 DKK 

ISBN  978-87-7190-415-4  
310 pages • Retail price 249,95 DKK 



 

 NOVELS 

 HANNE BISTRUP THE DREAM OF A DANISH PRINCE 

 

THE LONG ROAD TO JOANNA HANNE BISTRUP 

You say that love can show itself in many ways. So it 

does in this book where two people fight a brave battle 

to get through life without taking too many tumbles. It 

all starts out with childhood dreams and hope for the 

future but life offers many unforeseen events and many 

difficult choices. One wrong choice may end in disaster, 

well, even fatal. No one really knows their own limits of 

how much they can take before you end up in a place 

where you might have to give up. 

The Long Road to Joanna is the sequel to The Dream of a 

Danish Prince. The story starts with a funeral and ends 

with a birth. In this book, we get a more in-depth 

knowledge of Johanne’s new family which is very              

different from the one he came from. The new                    

millennium becomes the start of a new chapter in his life 

story: New wife, new baby, new home. The common 

thread in his existence is still his work life which is the 

lifeline he clings on to. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-084-2  
376 pages • Retail price 269,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-478-9  
222 pages • Retail price 199,95 DKK 



 

 NOVELS 

 KAREN KORNBECH 
LARSEN FIGMENTS OF THE IMAGINATION 

 

SPIES WITHOUT BORDERS CHRISTINA EIBERG 

Sara has her base in a big city. She is homeless, an               

addict, and in strong opposition to pretty much                    

everything. She has been called to court, prosecuted for 

an assault on an old friend. However, the trial is                 

postponed because the witness does not show up. We 

follow Sara in her time in no-man’s-land – between             

trials. In a dream, she re-experiences her best moments 

with her grandma and grandpa, out in the country. A 

sudden impulse makes her try to rediscover her lost 

childhood. Despite abstinences, hunger, thirst, and cold, 

she succeeds. But only to realize, that nothing is as it 

used to be. 

Christine Njor travels abroad to work as a shipping agent 

in her youth. She is quickly recruited by an intelligent 

agency which she believes is the CIA. She travels to the 

former East Germany right after the fall of the wall and 

she is involved in weapon transportation to the war in 

Yugoslavia. The past catches up on her many years later. 

Christine goes on a long trip through Europe and the US 

to help the western countries fighting terrorist threats, 

but does she help? Is the Danish Security and                         

Intelligence Service for or against her and what powers 

in Denmark pulls the international strings? Christine has 

no other choice than to reacquaint herself with the old 

agent-training while she struggles with her self-worth 

and a rising anxiety. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-400-0  
472 pages • Retail price 269,95 DKK 

ISBN  978-87-7190-413-0  
196 pages • Retail price 199,95 DKK 



 

 NOVELS 

 MALENE RIPULLONE MAYBE FOREVER 

 

LOVE YOUR ENEMY? PERNILLE BERNITT SOMMER 

Mille and Marco has been together for 17 years but has 

reached a dead end in their relationship. The crisis’ of 

the past several years, the everyday life with work, bills, 

two young daughters, and practical doings steal all their 

time and they forget themselves and each other.                

Despairing and without hope, Marco travels away             

leaving Mille with their children. He goes back to his 

family in Italy to reflect on life and whether he and Mille 

have a future together. Through flashbacks to the              

summer in Paris where they started a passionate and 

fiery relationship, Mille rediscovers herself and her 

dreams. But is Marco a part of them? 

Maybe Forever is an intense and seductive novel about 

great feelings, life’s crisis’, and about losing and               

rediscovering yourself. 

Trying to understand the Israel-Palestine conflict, Astrid 

travels to Bethlehem where she meets Ibrahim and            

Natalie who are both Christian Palestinians. By their first 

encounter, she is initiated into Ibrahim’s life story while 

Natalie seems to hide something. Astrid is sympathetic 

towards the Palestinians and does not understand how 

there even is an Israeli side of the story. When she meets 

Taly and Mark on the Israeli side of the wall, her views 

are challenged and she must travel back to Copenhagen 

without any answer on what she thought she wanted an 

answer to. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-442-2  
470 pages • Retail price 269,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-479-6  
220 pages • Retail price 220,00 DKK 



 

 PERSONAL ACCOUNTS AND MEMOIRS 

 FREDERIK STRANGE BACK HOME 

 

THE HIDDEN KASPER VALENTIN 

This is the story of a young soldiers training to war,               

deployment in Iraq as a commissioned officer and life 

guard in the Military Police, seeking of insight at the     

Army Special Forces course, and finding his way back 

home. The book is about finding a deeper meaning in 

own experiences and using it in a constructive manner 

and it serves two purposes: To help current and former 

soldiers finding their own meaning with their                          

experiences and increase understanding in society for 

veterans and PTSD, post-traumatic stress disorder, which 

an increasing amount of current and former Danish             

soldiers struggle with on a daily basis. 

The Hidden is about the tough story of Kasper Valentin, 

about being ’invisibly sick’, about how he handled that 

no doctors, family, or friends could see that something 

was wrong with him. It is also the story about how he 

made life work for him after losing his old life and 

dreams of the future. 

Librarian statement: “Well written and easy to read book 

about living with a chronic illness.” 

ISBN 978-87-7190-189-4  
204 pages • Retail price 199,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-172-6  
216 pages • Retail price 199,95 DKK 



 

 PERSONAL ACCOUNTS AND MEMOIRS 

 CAMILLE THELLEFSEN A PSYCHIATRY ROUND-TRIP 

 

SHE CALLED AND SAID I HAD CANCER ANNI BAAGØ 

Camille is a woman of many talents and skills but as a 

result of a childhood marked by neglect and incest, she 

has struggled with voices in her head and self-harm for 

several years. She has been in and out of psychiatric    

hospitals as well as having many long-term                           

hospitalizations behind her. Today, she lives in a 24-hour 

a day covered psychiatric sheltered residence, Enghuset 

in Gistrup, Denmark. Here, she has succeeded in gaining 

peace. The combination of living in a 24-hour a day              

covered residence and the set structure of her day,                 

contacts, good relations, a work identity as Kildehuset 

has offered, has meant that Camille hasn’t been                 

hospitalized for three years. By a combining effort,               

Camille now has a rhythm and structure and a meaning-

ful everyday – and new, healthy friendships. 

How does it feel to be told that you have cancer and how 

do you get through it? 

Through all of the years, you follow the author’s 

thoughts, treatments, check-ups, waves of accept,               

despair, denial, or the everyday with joy, happiness,           

family, friends, work, and free time.  

The book is easy to read and catching and can be used as 

an encyclopedia as it covers the six phases one go 

through when you survive cancer: The diagnosis – the 

wait – operations – rehabilitation – check-ups – late 

complications. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-248-8  
196 pages • Retail price 149,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-295-2  
132 pages • Retail price 149,95 DKK 



 

 PERSONAL ACCOUNTS AND MEMOIRS 

 ARNE IPSEN HELLO, EVERYONE! 

 

YOUNG GIRL METTE BLUHME 

The time after World War II was tough but marked by a 

common need for culture experiences. Especially 

through the radio. Perhaps it sounds strange in a time of 

advanced TV’s and iPads. But many Danes born around 

the 1950’s or earlier recalls the joy of the radio and the 

blossoming of choir song, orchestras, theater troops, 

and more. The 1950’s was the Children’s Radio, well,   

radio in whole’s golden age. The children’s expectations 

rose when the clock showed 20 minutes past 4 in the 

afternoon and the speaker said: “Hello everyone!”  

The author notes: 

I expose myself and write of my flaws, weaknesses, and 

lack of confidence that throughout my life has left deep 

marks in the way I see myself and the consequences   

perception has had. We live in a time where you can’t 

make mistakes or be imperfect – I want to break that 

tendency so the youth of today has a chance to be  

themselves. I write about my view on our modern                 

society and the challenges I believe we are facing. I write 

about love: Love for ourselves, our fellow human beings, 

our friends and family, love for life and our Earth.  

ISBN 978-87-7190-140-5  
148 pages • Retail price 169,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-043-9  
218 pages • Retail price 199,95  DKK 



 

 PERSONAL ACCOUNTS AND MEMOIRS 

 NILS JENSEN FROM PRINTER TO FUNERAL DIRECTOR 

 

IT WILL PASS HANS CHR. MØLLER CHRISTENSEN 

The author notes: 

My main objective with this book is to tell about my 

time as a funeral director and to the authentic tales I will 

add personal anecdotes and stories as well as interviews 

– from a hospice for instance. The book provides a view 

into the world of the funeral director – whether it be 

good or bad. One important matter for me to address is 

how both small and big churches stand more or less 

empty. I highlight why I think they are so, how we can 

get more people into the churches, and not the least: 

what is the church’s role in this and what is the state’s. 

A deep depression is a serious illness. Here, it is written 

how an in all manners normal and well-functioning             

human being with a good life, a great family, a                     

meaningful job, and good social relations can be hit be 

severe depression. The tough time during depression is                     

discussed open heartedly and in detail as it describes 

how a depression can be experienced by the affected 

and their family. Also, it discusses how it is possible to 

get through a depression and even how to gain strength 

from it. It tells about the belief of being able to                     

overcome depression and about how working with              

preventive measures as well as having faith in one’s               

ability to avoid a new depression. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-411-6  
164 pages • Retail price 169,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-529-8  
108 pages • Retail price 149,95  DKK 



 

 PERSONAL ACCOUNTS AND MEMOIRS 

 JENNY SIMELEV UNHAPPY CHOICES AND OUTCOMES 

 

… AND 117 MORE ULLA DUEHOLM 

This book concerns a normal family that desperately 

needed help but instead, was put through the use of 

power by the system. The system has four lives on their 

consciousness because of doctors who wrote something 

about people and labelled them with things that were 

not true and this has had severe consequences. There 

are children who has lost their fathers because of the 

system which is tragic. A mother lost her son to a foster 

family because of lies and they won’t let go of another 

mom’s son because they have the system 100 % on their 

side. 

”No, Ulla, you can’t say that! It’s too embarrassing. What 

won’t people think? There will be no doubt about what 

kind of unruly, rude, sassy, and disgusting brat you’ve 

been!” 

… And 117 More is the sequel to The Story of a Son. The 

book contain 117 stories about all the people and               

landmark events from Jutland that there simply wasn’t 

room for in the author’s three previous books of                     

recollection. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-405-5  
120 pages • Retail price 149,95  DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-575-5  
540 pages • Retail price 249,95  DKK 



 

 YOUTH NOVELS AND FANTASY 

 MICHAEL NÆSTED NIELSEN THE BLACK MOON 

 

RAVEN’S SCREECH KAREN INGE NIELSEN 

The black moon is a portentous and forebodingly omen 

on the sky signaling that something is wrong. The moon 

foretells of unhappy and hard times ahead for those 

who sees it. 14-year-old Wolf is in the African country 

Namibia when the first big war erupts. Only by luck, he 

evades death when his school is bombed by the enemy. 

Wolf escapes in panic but gets lost in the dessert. He is 

in imminent danger when he is found by three native 

boys. Now, who can be trusted as friends and who is the 

enemy? Maybe Wolf should keep his origins to himself? 

Are the black boys as primitive as he has always been 

told at home or will knives and spears be able to com-

pete with guns and canons? 

Wolf has to decide which side he is on and his choice will 

have great consequences for his future. 

When Sia recovers the entire town of Karstel is in flames 

and her brother, Liam, is missing. Unknown perpetrators 

have killed Duke Castor and turned the beautiful                   

summer day into a living nightmare. Suddenly, Sia hears 

the voice of an injured man calling. 

“They have him … you must get him … if not, all will die,” 

he whispers with his final breath. 

Review from Isas boghjørne:  

”All in all, this was a really good book! I love the fantasy 

genre and Karen Inge Nielsen has done a terrific job 

writing a great, moving, and thrilling fantasy novel. I 

can’t wait to read the next book in the series because I 

find it hard to let completely go of Sia and her small  

family. If you, like me, love the fantasy genre, Raven 

Screech is definitely something I’d recommend.” 

ISBN 978-87-7190-474-1  
106 pages • Retail price 149,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-433-8  
378 pages • Retail price 249,95 DKK 



 

 YOUTH NOVELS AND FANTASY 

 NINA ROSENMEIER THE DEATH SAILOR II – WRECK OF SOUL 

 

DRAGON’S LAND RY KRISTENSEN 

The Death Sailor will take you by his claws and if you 

thought there was a happy ending and the hero’s trials 

were over, then you were naïve. Being connected to a 

ship like that gives you a vulnerable freedom and what 

will really happen when a zig zagging will be in conflict 

with an unfinished code? And if Name’s dark omens 

happens to be true, everything will fall apart. Almost, 

because we are dealing with a tough and clever gang 

here, but will they all be able to get away from it with 

their soul intact? The blood red trees create scars and if 

you get many, well, then you’re done. 

Librarian statement: “You will quickly get caught up in 

the story by the lively language and the action packed 

plot.” 

In the Kingdom of Lobes, Hakon rules but evil forces are 

gathering in the distance and prepares to threat the 

peace in the Kingdom. Hakon’s traitorous brother, Kharn, 

is gathering a great army of vile orcs, disgusting gnomes, 

evil humans, deathly dark elves, gigantic mountain trolls, 

and last but not least fatal dragons that shall secure him 

the throne. Hakon gathers an army and makes a clever 

plan to stop Kharn. Along with his captains and a group 

of the Kingdom’s dragon riders he will try to defeat 

Kharn’s army before it gathers and becomes invincible. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-328-7  
352 pages • Retail price 249,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-475-8  
270 pages • Retail price 199,95 DKK 



 

 YOUTH NOVELS AND FANTASY 

 DANNY BILTOFT DAVIDSEN DESTIN II – THE SNOW BIRD 

 

BLACK SEPTEMBER 
CHRISTINA NORDSTRØM 

KIRSTEN NORDSTRØM HANSEN 

Destin has crossed immense danger and saved Maridel 

from The Red Coats only to see her get kidnapped by 

Cyril and the Treasure Hunters. Left by himself and in 

chains on a strange moon, Dustin desperately look for a 

way to follow his friends but without them or means his 

chances decrease while the distance to The Lawless and 

Maridel increases for every second. 

Review frim Litteratursiden.dk: “This is sci-fi for what it’s 

worth! It’s great that there is starting to become more 

solid and entertaining science fiction from Denmark!” 

Sofie is 15 years old and she suddenly finds herself in the 

eyes of the hurricane. In the matter of a week everything 

changes. Sofie’s mom is giving in to the pressure. Layer 

after layer of the family’s facade is removed and it leaves 

them exposed and vulnerable. Sofie seeks help with              

Nikolaj’s best friend Emil and with her friend Julie. 

Review of the book: ”There is no doubt that Black                  

September nails it as a dramatic but authentic novel. It 

gets 6/6 stars for the moving story that you can’t put 

down.” 

 

ISBN 978-87-7190-362-1 
 242 pages • Retail price 219,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-360-7 
 122 pages • Retail price 149,95 DKK 



 

 YOUTH NOVELS AND FANTASY 

 ANNE METTE ASP THE SPIES AND THE THIEVES IN THE GREY VAN 

 

NAVILA NIKLAS BIRK LEHMANN JENSEN 

Niki and Victor tries to help Mads once me as he still 

feels bad at home. That’s why they get closer that they 

wish to his violent step father and the fact that he’s a 

close friend to the school’s janitor doesn’t help in any 

way. Soon, it is unsafe for Niki to attend school.  

The Spies and the Thiefs in the Grey Van is the third and 

final book in the series. 

A conflict has divided four siblings for thousands of years 

and the whole conflict is about a mysterious light called 

Navila. The light is known as the light of life and death 

but only one of the four siblings is born with the power 

to control it. After that person has died, the light                     

vanishes from the sky and several years will pass before 

it reappears. This happens when we are introduced to 

our main character. At his appointment to gate keeper 

the light reappears and it sends shock waves through the 

country. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-180-1 
 162 pages • Retail price 169,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-216-7  
214 pages • Retail price 199,95 DKK 



 

 YOUTH NOVELS AND FANTASY 

 KLAUS FREDERIKSEN DIARY FROM ZOMBIELAND 

 

THE SINGER OF THE NIGHT CHRISTINA BONDE 

No one knows exactly when it happened but the Earth 

has gradually been taken over by zombies. Noah lives 

alone in Copenhagen and has lost his family during the 

zombie apocalypse. He decides to go on a road trip 

through Denmark and document it in his journal. The 

journal witnesses Noah’s battle against the waves of 

zombies and his struggle for survival. Furthermore, you 

meet several people who fight for their lives, physically 

and mentally in a world that has completely changed 

and where there is no time to feel safe. 

Diary from Zombieland is the Danish equivalent to the 

hit shows The Walking Dead, Fear The Walking Dead, 

and Z Nation, but experienced through a journal. 

When Victoria falls in love with the new estate owner 

she suddenly finds herself in a world full of vampires. 

She ends up in a dispute that could kill her and she finds 

herself being in the center of a dangerous game of                  

betrayal and paramount desire. The rescue seems to be 

coming from ancient mythology that gives Victoria a              

central role in the vampires’ world, but it takes making 

choices that will tear her apart mentally. Enemies are 

coming from all sides and fate seems dark. 

Who can she trust and how far will she go for love? 

Review from Min forestilling om hvad paradiset er: ”If 

you’re into blood, violence, stately secrets, and zombies, 

this books is for you!” 

ISBN 978-87-7190-287-7  
225 pages • Retail price 219,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-357-7  
642 pages • Retail price 369,95 DKK 



 

 YOUTH NOVELS AND FANTASY 

 ISA LEMVIGH CLAUSEN TARA AND THE DANCE OF THE MESMERITES 

 

THE WITCH’S DAUGHTER SABRINA MOSE 

Tara has grown and so has her responsibility. Everyone 

around her are confident that she will overcome the 

tough times ahead – whether she want it or not. She is 

thrown into an adventure with dangerous quests, over 

human powers, devilish evil, and fantastic creatures.  

Tara and the Dance of the Mesmerites takes you on an 

adventurous journey with equal parts thrills, faith, hope, 

and love, and it is the third installment in the series 

about the girl Tara. 

The previour book in the series, Tara and the Storm               

Islands received 5/6 hearts in a review by Danish daily 

Politiken. 

Alvira is the daughter of one of the greatest witches     

ever. But Alvira is born without a single ounce of magic 

in her body. This means, she is a disgrace in the witch 

world. But when Alvira’s mother, Agathe, is burned on 

the fire, Alvira suddenly becomes in possession of a 

powerful object that will change her life forever. She is 

thrown into a whirlwind web of revenge, death, and              

desire for power, and when her heart stands still for a 

single moment she realizes, that she possesses so much 

more than she had ever dreamed of. 

Sabrina Mose is the author of The Journey to Santa’s 

Workshop – a completely sympathetic and well told 

Christmas story, as one library statement says. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-528-1  
256 pages • Retail price 249,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-486-4  
262 pages • Retail price 249,95 DKK 



 

 CHILDREN’S NOVELS 

 KITI WEIL THE CHILDREN IN ”PALETTEN” 

 

THE FIRST UNICORN KATHARINA MALU BACH 

The Children in ”Paletten” is a true story about three 

children’s trip to the end of the world . Here, they find a 

paradise far away from today’s world of electronics, a 

simple life in nature where the sea and the woods are 

the most important of all . The crabs in the sea, the 

grasshoppers in the fields offer the most wonderful                 

experiences. A small village with only a few shops is 

much more exciting than all the big shopping centers. 

Whatever happens in the future these memories will 

stay deep inside their souls. 

With illustrations by Joan Larsen.  

This is a lovely little book about differences and ac-

ceptance, perfect for reading out loud or as a bed time 

story. It is about the horse David that lives all by himself 

in the desert savannah. Therefore, he desperately tries 

to become part of the crash of rhinos. But that is not 

that easy as he is too different and doesn’t fit in.                        

So, David has to take creative measures to get the                

rhino’s acceptance.  

ISBN 978-87-7190-525-0   
68 pages • Retail price 149,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-266-2  
26 pages • Retail price 149,95 DKK 



 

 CHILDREN’S NOVELS 

 ELSE CEDERBORG THE BOY WHO CHANGED JOBS 

 

THE DINOSAUR KURT JEANETTE MADSEN 

When Steffen dies, he is only 8 years old which means 

he was robbed of the 66 years he was supposed to have. 

This creates a chaos in Heaven and Hell, first and                 

foremost because he won’t accept it and he protests. 

The book is illustrated by Niels Hovmand-Hansen,              

Stregfabrikken.dk 

This book contains 10 short, funny, and direct stories, all 

made by children and for children. Stories that have 

their own place in the world, not for anyone else, just for 

the sake of the story, and are easy to pick up and read 

when you have a moment. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-176-4  
40 pages • Retail price 149,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-217-4  
30 pages • Retail price 149,95 DKK 



 

 CHILDREN’S NOVELS 

 ELSE LEFMANN EVA AND OLIVER’S SECRET 

 

THE BLACKCURRANT BEAST HANNE BISTRUP 

Eva is 9 years old and she does not want to grow up any 

more. When she is on vacation at her grandma’s in a 

small village, she meets Oliver who is 12 years old. He 

doesn’t want to grow older either. But luckily, he has a 

recipe. A recipe on how they can maintain their current 

age. It’s a little dangerous but both follow the recipe. 

It also gets dangerous when the lumber mill in the                  

village burns for Oliver’s best friend, Torben, is accused 

of starting the fire. Together with Oliver’s two sisters, 

they decide to start a club. A detective’s club that will 

figure out who really started the fire. 

Librarian statement: “Well-written, flowing, easy to read 

language.” 

The Blackcurrant Beast is about a child’s encounter with 

the nature and how fantasy and reality sometimes can 

be confused until children learn the difference. When 

adults accuse children of lying they forget that children 

really believe what they are saying. They only know of 

the lie later. 

The book is illustrated by artist Nini Torp. 

Librarian statement: “A story in a good, slow tempo that 

follows the year in the garden through the blackcurrant 

beast and it poses the question of when fantasy and re-

ality melts together.” 

ISBN 978-87-7190-197-9  
148 pages • Retail price  179,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-185-6 
22 pages • Retail price 149,95 DKK 



 

 CHILDREN’S NOVELS 

 THOMAS PHILIPSEN THE HAIR PECKER’S HAIR CLIP RACE 

 

THE LION AND THE TIGER SUSANNE ELISABETH LONGHI 

In the Seven Mile Forest strange things happen. The Hair 

Pecker Henry studies beetles in his greenhouse with his 

best friend, Christian the Crow. The soldier beetles are 

the most interesting but you don’t want to eat them! 

Another place on the forest, the beetles are performing 

a beetle ballet in a western style! Here, you will meet 

Beetle the Kid and Buffalo Beetle. One day Hair Pecker 

Henry finds some hair clips that a human has ‘lost’. 

Soon, he gallops around on one and the birds of the                

forest follows his lead! A new sports discipline has been 

born: hair clip racing! 

Review from Eibes bogblog: ”My daughter laughed out 

loud when reading the book and what was especially 

popular were the songs in the back of the book. Famous 

children’s songs, but rewritten with a bird theme.” 

The story takes place in the Big Old Fairytale Forest 

where our main characters live in a wooden house. Lion 

and Tiger are always hungry in the morning. What will 

happen on their hunt for breakfast, will it be spoiled, and 

who do they meet? Lion and Tiger are a pair of help 

some animals with great moral standards as we all can 

learn from. 

Review from Din Boganmelder: “My 7-years-old son 

loved the stories!” 

ISBN 978-87-7190-156-6  
76 pages • Retail price 149,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-091-0  
58 pages • Retail price 159,95 DKK 



 

 CHILDREN’S NOVELS 

 SØS BECK MUGGI AND HIS THREE MUSKETEERS 

 

PAN AND THE PEN PRINCESS 
IBI-PIPPA 

POUL PAVA 

Enjoy a fairytale with Muggi the horse that tells you 

about the amazing animal kingdom he encounters on his 

walks through the nature with one friend on the back 

and others beside him. He meets the snail with the bass 

voice and the fly who is just the way he is supposed to 

be. Muggi and his three musketeers is a story about            

everything between heaven and earth and about the            

adventures of Muggi. 

A children’s book about wishing and hoping and being 

present in the moment. The book is great for reading 

out loud and is obvious as a bed time story. 

Pan and the Pen Princess is a classic fairytale                        

modernized. In those fairytales we all read as children, 

there were always a morale or a description of societal 

challenges or problems. Pan and the Pen Princess is no 

different and it stands out as the first children’s book in 

Danish that deals with homosexuality in the fairytale 

world. The fairytale is easy to read and is especially good 

at being read out loud for smaller children. 

Review from Bogrummet: ”Pan and the Pen Princess is 

without a doubt the most original children’s book I’ve 

ever read!” 

ISBN 978-87-7190-305-8  
42 sider • Retail price 149,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-182-5  
48 pages • Retail price 149,95 DKK 



 

 CHILDREN’S NOVELS 

 ANNETTE ØSTERGÅRD THE PAINTERS AT MARKVEJ 

 

THE MOUSE FAMILY ON ADVENTURE EVA LANGE JACOBSEN 

The Painters at Markvej tells and opens up to a world 

enhancing a peace of Danish cultural history for                    

children. The book takes the reader on a guided tour of             

Anna and Michael Ancher’s house and ends with 

Krøyer’s Midsummer Eve Bonfire on Skagen Beach 

where the entire group of painters are gathered along 

with the people of Skagen. The Painters at Markvej is an 

experience to be shared whether it is to be read out 

loud or for the consumption of one child. 

Librarian statement: “A nice little pearl of a book.” 

”Ouch, my mouse finger!” 

A mouse has cut itself on a bottle and another mouse 

has burned itself on a cigarette bud. Waste from humans 

give the small mice injuries but now this must come to 

an end!  

Read about the cool mouse children that takes up the 

battle against trash. 

Review from Din boganmelder: “A very positive thing 

about the book is the many beautiful illustrations.” 

ISBN 978-87-7190-141-2 
 86 pages • Reatil price 189,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-181-8  
52 pages • Retail price  99,95  DKK 



 

 CHILDREN’S NOVELS 

 JULIE SONNE VILSTRUP BROTHERS MONGOOSE 

 

THE COOL SUPER ELVES JOSEFINE GULDAHL 

Most people know the feeling of being teased or bullied. 

So does the little, sensitive, dwarf mongoose Ditlev                  

who live in a zoo. When his big brother Didrik teases 

him, he gets upset. But how do you teach your own 

brother to be nice? Ditlev gets help from some of the 

zoo’s other animals. This is the story of when Ditlev ran 

away. 

Librarian statement: ”A good story with a lot of pretty 

animal pictures, which I’d like to recommend.” 

The Elf Valley is located under a giant oak tree deep into 

the woods, covered in green ivy and beautiful flowers. 

Yellow coltsfoot, purple violets, blue, yellow, and white 

anemones, pileworts, primulas, and spring flowers. The 

Elf Valley is a really nice place to be. All the elves always 

smile and say hello to each other. They help each other 

and they are always there for each other. There are                    

always happy days in the Elf Valley! 

ISBN 978-87-7190-343-0  
50 pages • Retail price 149,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-350-8  
70 pages • Retail price 149,95 DKK 



 

 CHILDREN’S NOVELS 

 HENRIK GADE LILLY MEETS HENRY 

 

AUNT RANT JOHNNY SVEJGAARD RASMUSSEN 

Lilly is 8 years old and is in second grade. However, she 

has trouble with anxiety, is sad, and doesn’t want to go 

to school. Lilly would rather just stay at home with her 

mom. The school chooses to take Lilly out of the class 

and give her special education. Vita who is a teacher at 

the school is supposed to teach Lilly. But Vita falls ill so 

there’s a substitute instead. His name is Henry and he is 

going to teach Lilly in Danish and Math. Henry is a nice 

teacher and his teaching is very different from any other 

teacher’s. Instead of doing the normal tasks, Lilly has to 

count oranges and dance in Math class. 

Welcome to a universe of rambling rhymes and rhythms 

filled with remarkable creatures. Among others, meet 

Aunt Rant, Hannibal the ant, Badulje the pigeon, and 

Courage the saber-tooth, and figure out whether King 

Carrot will ever turn orange. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-453-6   
30 pages • Retail price 149,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-345-4  
30 pages • Retail price 149,95 DKK 



 

 CHILDREN’S NOVELS 

 BJARNE LARSEN DETECTIVES JANE AND SIMON 

 

KATJA KITTY FROM KERTEMINDE RITA  BITSCH 

Where does the milk come from?! 

Jane and Simon are the best detectives in town.                       

Together, they want to figure out where the milk comes 

from. On their long adventure the experience many              

funny, exciting, and interesting things. 

Katja Kitty lives in Kerteminde. She runs her own café 

where she makes the best toasted rats in town. She 

keeps an eye on everything that happens in town or by 

the sea through her binoculars. Katja really wants to 

snarl like her grandpa so she can scare away the bandits 

but although the practice every day, she can’t seem to 

figure it out so instead she sings. Everyone in                            

Kerteminde loves when Katja is on the terrace of her 

cage and sings. In this story, Katja goes on an air balloon 

ride with her friend Sneaky Pete. It is an exciting and                        

instructive day where she realizes, that by helping               

others, she becomes a much better cat. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-458-1  
36 pages • Retail price 149,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-299-0  
34 pages • Retail price 149,95 DKK 



 

 CHILDREN’S NOVELS 

 LENE LEHNSKOV TAG’S LITTLE HORIZON 

 

TAG GETS A NEW PET LENE LEHNSKOV 

Tag is a careful boy who can get lonely because his mom 

and dad are so busy. Or perhaps, Tag is just shy and have 

a hard time getting used to kindergarten. The staff are 

worried about Tag’s development and they have a              

psychologist see at him. She also becomes worried and 

call in Tag’s parents for a meeting. Tag invents Horizon 

who is secret and invisible. Therefore, it looks like he is 

talking to himself. 

Tag’s little horizon is a book for children aged 4-8. 

In kindergarten, they said that Tag was lonely. But that is 

not true at all. He has his invisible friend Horizon with 

him everywhere. Tag’s parents decide to give him a pet. 

It’s a puppy because his mom always wanted one. But 

Tag is not very happy about the dog and least of all is 

Horizon. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-348-5  
40 pages • Retail price 149,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-347-8  
44 pages • Retail price 149,95 DKK 



 

 CHILDREN’S NOVELS 

 ANNE HEINUNG THE ELVES’ DANCING 

  

Jonas is a 9-year-old boy. He lives a happy life with his 

family and friends in Copenhagen. His grandpa and 

grandma lives on Stevns and grandpa is Jonas’ best 

friend. When grandpa becomes sick and passes Jonas 

goes through a deep grief but he is comforted by angels 

and elves. They come to him from The Land Between 

the Stars which is where grandpa travelled after his 

death. Jonas moves between the magical world and 

home and he understands, that although grandpa isn’t 

on earth anymore, Jonas hasn’t lost him. Grandpa will 

visit Jonas in his dreams and he will know that they are 

still connected. 

 

ISBN 978-87-7190-220-4  
164 pages • Retail price 198,00 DKK 

 



 

 HAIKU 

 GITTE DIERNER LITTLE ONION & HAIKU AND TANKA 

 

HAIKU FOR EVERYONE  VIGGO MADSEN 

Two collections of poetry in one! 

Excerpt from Haiku and Tanka  

The beach and the sea 

A hole in my rubber boot 

The water tingles 

Sad to see the boy 

That walks with his neck bent down 

In the green forest 

He does not see the squirrel  

That runs happy in the tree 

Haiku. Just as stylized as it is sophisticated, it brings great 

freedom to not only the author but also the reader as far 

as figurative understanding goes. With origin in the 17th 

century’s imperial Japanese palaces it still manages to 

activate its readers today. For Viggo Madsen, it is a way 

of seeing and process the mad house he sees daily 

through the media as he takes the Japanese verses into 

the 21st century. 

Librarian statement: “Viggo Madsen is one of the great 

names in Danish poetry and here, he shows he’s in great 

shape.”  

ISBN 978-87-7190-085-9  
146 sider • Bogladepris kr. 149,95 

ISBN 978-87-7190-246-4  
40 pages• Retail price 149,95 DKK 



 

 MIND, BODY AND SOUL 

 DORTHE OXGREN SUPER CARLA AND THE HORMONES 

 

WHEN THE MIND CALLS CHARLOTTE ADSERBALLE DAHL 

A book about the female menopause and hormonal 

changes by Dorthe Oxgren. Women in their 40’s and 

50’s are usually told that they are dealing with stress  

although it is the hormonal balance that is at fault in the 

years leading up to menopause. The book does not   

provide a miracle cure but it offers explanations on what 

happens in the woman body when the hormonal               

balance is affected by stress or menopause.  

A yoga instructor, a naturopath, a psychologist, a                       

gynecologist, and a hormone therapist offer their advice 

on what you can do yourself and where you can ask for 

help.   

When the Mind Calls is a step by step guide in the                

process concerning depression. It offers a descriptive 

part of the disease, practical and tangible tools to getting 

through the depression, as well as a philosophical and 

experience-based part about how you can live your life 

after a depression. This book applies to those hit by            

depression and their relatives as well as those who 

merely seek a greater understanding for it. 

Librarian statement: “The book’s strength are the great 

suggestions to how the depressed can change their life 

in a more positive direction.” 

ISBN 978-87-7190-333-1   
164 pages • Retail price 189,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-364-5  
180 pages • Retail price 198,95 DKK 



 

 MIND, BODY AND SOUL 

 KAREN ZUBARI DOES MOM KNOW I AM DEMENTED? 

 

FAITH, STRESS AND DEPRESSION CLAUS SØNDERGAARD 

After a tough life, Kirsten is hospitalized and diagnosed 

with Alzheimers at age 58. We follow the family’s                      

dilemma when Kirsten’s husband insists on taking care 

of her himself but dies and leaves her helpless. We are 

there, on the busy hospital, we cry with her when she 

fails the clock test, and we struggle with her when she is 

thrown around in the municipal assessment, we                    

experience the great respite care of Arbejde Adlers in 

the middle of Nørrebro, and we breathe a sigh of relief 

when she gets the much desired spot at a nursing home 

on Lolland. 

Faith, Stress and Depression concludes a hybrid of a              

biography, non-fiction book, an opinion, and an                            

assessment about how stress and severe depression is 

experienced. It takes its starting point in the experience 

of having a perfect life and job – it seems on the outside. 

The success turns into failure to thrive and years of sick 

leave. A noticeable work-related stress that evolves in a 

negative direction and along the companion of mental 

illness they spiral down to the bottom of life. 

The book describes a professional and identity collapse, 

how stress occurs and evolves and how the brain is 

affected. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-218-1  
93 pages • Retail price 149,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-423-9  
168 pages • Retail price 195,00 DKK 



 

 MIND, BODY AND SOUL 

 JANE MEJLHEDE MY SOUL KNOWS 

 

THE LABYRINTH AND THE VIOLET MOUNTAIN FLEMMING KNUDSEN 

My Soul Knows consists of a collection of poetic ac-

counts, tales, and personal experiences about transfor-

mation. The book is a mirror of the thoughts, feelings, 

and states you can experience when the world changes 

drastically because of outside interference or inner 

choices. The words touches upon boundaries between 

the magical and the real and it takes its starting point in 

the author’s own life as well as experiences from the 

many clients course participants she has guided through 

personal and spiritual processes in the past decade. 

The Labyrinth and the Violet Mountain is a gripping and 

true spiritual account about finding your own path 

through life. The book entail how we as people can 

change our destinies through prayer and visualization – 

the power of the mind. The author encourages us to 

travel with him through the complicated labyrinth on the 

eternal journey to the exit – freedom – and underway, 

we draw parallels to our own way through life’s                             

challenges. The story takes us on an interesting journey 

through all layers of life. Both the sense contingent  

physical life and the many invisible layers of life. 

ISBN 978-87-7190-403-1 
 362 pages • Retail price 249,95 DKK 

ISBN 978-87-7190-351-5  
380 pages • Bogladepris kr. 249,95 



 

 CHRISTMAS 

 LARS HOLMSTED BIRDS IN TREES 4  

 
 

Fold a bird, when Christmas is the word! 

24 beautiful birds to fold in paper – easy and ready to 
decorate your Christmas tree with! From magpies to 
snipes, from avocet to a giant toucan! 

The books will provide hours of fun cut, fold, and weave 
with just scissors and paper. Birds in Trees presents a 
charming way of renewing the Danish Christmas tradi-
tions, and everyone can join in on the fun. Butter-fingers 
are only for the unpracticed! 

This is the fourth book in the Bird in Trees series, all 
providing 24 beautiful guides to folding birds with your 
family in the spirit of Christmas. 

Librarian statement: “Birds in Trees is a fun combination 
of birds and the tradition of folding decorations for 
Christmas. A great renewal of the more tradition folded 
Christmas hearts.” 

 

ISBN 978-87-7190-254-9  
60 pages • Retail price 149,95 DKK 

 


